Chef Njathi Kabui

CIVIL RIGHTS, FOOD JUSTICE, AND CLIMATE CHANGE

11.12.18

6-8PM | UNCG 106 GRAHAM
Meet Chef Kabui

UNCG welcomes internationally celebrated organic chef, urban farmer, and food activist Chef Njathi Kabui.

Join us for an evening of consciousness raising, dialogue, and eating in Graham Building 106 (UNCG) from 6pm to 8pm on Monday, November 12.

Dr. Meredith Powers (Department of Social Work) will introduce Chef Kabui with an overview of issues relating to climate change and environmental migration. Chef Kabui will speak on the relationships between food justice and civil rights with an emphasis on work in North Carolina and Africa.

After a discussion, guests and participants will be welcomed to a vegan pot luck dinner prepared by students in Dr. Powers' "Environmental Justice" course.

SPONSORED BY UNCG'S ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM. CO-SPONSORED BY UNCG'S AFRICAN AMERICAN AND AFRICAN DIASPORA STUDIES PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK, AND THE HUMANITIES NETWORK AND CONSORTIUM.